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We applied whole-cell electron cryotomography to
the archaeon Sulfolobus infected by Sulfolobus
turreted icosahedral virus (STIV), which belongs to
the PRD1-Adeno lineage of dsDNA viruses. STIV
infection induced the formation of pyramid-like
protrusions with sharply defined facets on the cell
surface. They had a thicker cross-section than the
cytoplasmic membrane and did not contain an exte-
rior surface protein layer (S-layer). Intrapyramidal
bodies often occupied the volume of the pyramids.
Mature virions, procapsids without genome cores,
and partially assembled particles were identified,
suggesting that the capsid and inner membrane
coassemble in the cytoplasm to form a procapsid.
A two-class reconstruction using a maximum likeli-
hood algorithm demonstrated that no dramatic
capsid transformation occurred upon DNA pack-
aging. Virions tended to form tightly packed clusters
or quasicrystalline arrays while procapsids mostly
scattered outside or on the edges of the clusters.
The study revealed vivid images of STIV assembly,
maturation, and particle distribution in cell.
INTRODUCTION
To gainmechanistic understanding of virus assembly, it is impor-
tant to follow those events in the context of the host cell. Electron
cryotomography (ECT) is an emerging technique that allows
such processes to be imaged in 3D with ‘‘macromolecular’’
(4–6 nm) resolution (Grunewald and Cyrklaff, 2006; Koster
et al., 1997; Lucic et al., 2005). In brief, cells are preserved in
close-to-native states by plunge-freezing (Dubochet et al.,
1988; Iancu et al., 2006), a tilt series of projection images are re-
corded while the sample is kept frozen, and then a 3D recon-
struction of the object is calculated by back-projection or other
algorithms (Jensen and Briegel, 2007; Lucic et al., 2005).
Here, we applied ECT to the intact archaea Sulfolobus solfa-
taricus cells infected with Sulfolobus turreted icosahedral virusesStructure 18, 1579–15(STIV). STIV belongs to the PRD1-Adeno lineage of dsDNA
viruses as demonstrated by the structural similarity of the major
capsid protein and the overall capsid architecture in this lineage
(Khayat et al., 2005). The icosahedral capsid is 74 nm in
diameter, has a pseudo T = 31d quasiequivalent surface lattice
and an inner membrane that encloses a 17.3 kbp circular dsDNA
genome. At the twelve five-fold vertices are turret-like append-
ages extending 13 nm above the capsid shell (Rice et al.,
2004). Mass spectrometry studies of purified virions suggest
that the inner membrane contains several viral gene products
and shows the presence of acidic tetraether lipids correspond-
ing to an enrichment of a subpopulation of lipid found in the
host (Maaty et al., 2006).
The STIV replication cycle can be followed using a near
synchronous, single cycle infection of S. solfataricus (strain P2)
which grows optimally at 80C and pH 3 (Ortmann et al.,
2006). S. solfataricus has an oval shape about 1 mm in diameter.
Exterior to the cytoplasmic membrane is a surface protein layer
(S-layer) that is formed by a single glycosylated protein (Engel-
hardt and Peters, 1998; Grimm et al., 1998). Microarray analysis
and transmission EM (TEM) of thin sections demonstrated that
the transcription of the STIV genome peaks at around 24 hr post-
infection (hpi) and cells containing assembled viral particles
become dominate at around 32 hpi (Brumfield et al., 2009;
Ortmann et al., 2006). TEM and scanning EM (SEM) analysis of
cells infected by STIV show pyramid-like structural protrusions
from the cell surfaces (Brumfield et al., 2009). These protrusions
appear to be the sites where infected cells lyse at the late infec-
tion stage in order to release virions (Brumfield et al., 2009).
Some viral particles shown in TEM did not appear to contain
genomes and were proposed to be procapsids. Although
possible artifacts, caused by negative stain sample preparation,
could not be ruled out, the results suggested the existence of
a procapsid prior to the formation of a genome containing virion
(Brumfield et al., 2009).
We plunge-froze S. solfataricus at different time points postin-
fection. The whole-cell tomograms showed STIV particles in
different states of assembly. A maximum likelihood (ML) algo-
rithm was developed to automatically identify, classify and
reconstruct two classes of viral particles within the cell. The
reconstructions were used as models to identify and orient parti-
cles in other tomograms based on a template matching
approach (Frangakis et al., 2002). This procedure made it86, December 8, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1579
Figure 1. Whole-Cell ECT of S. solfataricus
Infected with STIV
(A) A 20 nm slice of a 3D tomogram, computation-
ally sectioned perpendicular to the direction of
beam.
(B) Enlarged views of some representative pyra-
mids.
(C) Surface representations of a pyramid viewed
from the side and the top of the structure.
(D) Enlarged views of some pyramids at early
stages of formation.
(E) A model of pyramid formation. A pyramid forms
by either mechanically protruding and/or enzy-
matically digesting through the S-layer. The
S-layer structure is perturbed and finally detaches
from pyramid membrane. Specific proteins and
lipids are recruited as a pyramid builds.
SL, S-layer; CM, cytoplasmic membrane; Pyr,
pyramid like protrusion; STIV, STIV particles;
IPB, intrapyramidal body. Scale bar, 200 nm (A),
100 nm (B and D).
See also Figure S1 and Movie S1.
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In Vivo Assembly of an Archaeal Virus by ECTfeasible to robustly determine STIV particle positions and orien-
tations in large numbers of tomograms and revealed vivid
images of virus maturation and their distribution in the cell over
the time course of infection.RESULTS
The Ultrastructure of STIV-Infected Sulfolobus
To capture viral particle assembly in vivo and characterize









sAll rights reservedstages postinfection in the original culture
medium to preserve the ultrastructures as
they existed at themoment of vitrification.
The pyramid-like protrusions on cell
surfaces are a characteristic feature of
STIV infected cells. Tilt series of 2D
projections were acquired and back-pro-
jected to reconstruct 3D volumes of
whole cells. A 20 nm slice of a recon-
structed cell at 32 hpi is shown in Fig-
ure 1A. While Sulfolobus cells are quite
thick (0.5–1 mm) for ECT, nevertheless
the outer S-layer and inner cytoplasmic
membrane of the cell were clearly
defined, constituting a cell wall approxi-
mately 45 nm in width. A tomographic
slice of a typical uninfected cell is shown
in Figure S1 (available online).
The pyramid protrusions were not
covered by the S-layer and appeared
thicker in cross-section than the cyto-
plasmic membrane, suggesting that the
pyramids have a protein and/or lipid
composition that differs from the cellular
membrane (Figure 1B) (Quax et al.,
2010). Some pyramid bases seemed toxtend inside the cytoplasmic membrane when viewed in cross
ection. Three-dimensional isosurfaces showed that the facets
f the pyramids were sharply defined (Figure 1C, note that the
eak and missing facets are a well-understood artifact of the
issing ‘‘wedge’’ of data that cannot be acquired from planar
amples). In the images taken by SEM, pyramid facets collapse
nd the pyramids exhibit star-shaped cross-sections (Brumfield
t al., 2009) which were not observed our study by ECT.
he difference in the two types of imaging indicates that strong
caffolding may exist at the edges between facets while the
faces themselves collapsed in the SEM due to the harsh
Figure 2. STIV Virions, Procapsids, and
Partially Assembled Particles Observed
In Vivo
Subtomographic slices displaying STIV virions (A)
and procapsids (B) and partially assembled parti-
cles (C) that contain parts of capsid and
membrane viewed perpendicular to the direction
of the beam (x-y plane). Scale bar, 100 nm (C).
See also Figure S2.
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In Vivo Assembly of an Archaeal Virus by ECTdehydration and staining procedures. Pyramids started to form
before viral particles became visible in the cytoplasm as seen
in the samples at 22 and 24 hpi. Figure 1D shows some pyra-
mids in the process of protruding out of a thinning cell wall
and perturbing the S-layer. Electron dense bodies with diame-
ters of 90–110 nm were often found inside the pyramids and
are referred to as intrapyramidal bodies (IPBs) (Figures 1A and
1B). Electron dense bodies were also observed in random loca-
tions in uninfected cells; however, they were almost always
associated with pyramids in infected cells. Some IPBs appeared
to have extra layers of material wrapped around them that were
less dense than the cores (Figure 1B, bottom panel). The
compositions and functions of IBPs and whether they are
different from those observed in the uninfected cells remain to
be characterized.Assembly and Maturation of STIV Observed In Vivo
Particles with icosahedral shape and dimension similar to STIV
could be clearly identified in the cytoplasm (Figure 1A). Full
and empty particles were readily distinguished (Figures 2A and
2B). The radial density plots illustrated the differences in internal
density in full and empty particles (approximately 0-15 nm radius
from the centers), which corresponded to the packed DNA
genome as characterized by single particle reconstruction of
STIV virions (Figure S2; Figure 3D) (Rice et al., 2004). Both
particle types had an outer capsid shell (37.5 nm in outer
radius) and an inner lipid membrane (25 nm in outer radius),
comparable to what was seen in the single particle reconstruc-
tion (Figure S2). These observations confirm that the STIV life
cycle involves a procapsid (empty particles) where the capsid
and membrane are assembled prior to genome packaging.Structure 18, 1579–1586, December 8, 2010 ªDetailed 3D reconstructions of the STIV
virions were needed to show the changes
that accompany virus maturation in vivo.
Electron cryotomograms are challenging
to interpret due to the missing wedge
artifact and low signal-to-noise ratio. To
fill in the missing data and boost the
signal-to-noise ratio, particles from
multiple subtomograms were aligned
and averaged. An average 3D recon-
struction of the particles was produced
with a multiclass ML algorithm from 123
subvolumes containing one STIV particle
each. The algorithm, as it was applied,
allows for multiple reconstructions to be
derived simultaneously (Figures 3A and3B). Following a detailed analysis of these reconstructions, there
were only two distinct structures that emerged: empty and full. If
other subtle differences in particle structure exist, the data were
not of sufficient resolution to resolve them. More detailed infor-
mation can be found in the methods and Figure S3. The three
perpendicular cross-sections of the averaged volumes (Fig-
ure S3C) display turrets at 5-fold vertices, indicating the correct
computation of orientations for each subvolume. The resolution
was estimated to be approximately 6.5 nm based on the Fourier
Shell Correlation (FSC) method with a 0.5 threshold. The radial
density plots for the procapsid and virion reconstructions dis-
played overall agreement for the capsid and membrane radii
with each other and with the single particle reconstruction (Fig-
ure 3D). Comparison of the full and empty particles demonstrate
that no large-scale reorganization of the capsid or membrane
occur upon DNA packaging in STIV. The appearance of turret-
like structures at 5-fold vertices in the reconstructions did not
result from model-bias since the ML approach is ab initio. Both
virions and procapsids had closely similar turret-like structures,
showing that they were assembled on the particle prior to
genome packaging. A three-class reconstruction was also
carried out (data not shown). The resulting reconstructions
display one DNA-free and two DNA-containing reconstructions.
However, no significant differences in the two DNA-containing
reconstructions can be concluded. A three-class reconstruction
cannot identify partially packaged particles if there are any.
In addition to virions and procapsids, partially assembled
shells formed by capsid and membranes were also observed
(Figure 2C). These partial assemblies have curvature and
spacing between capsid and membrane layers closely similar
to those of fully assembled procapsids. They were not associ-
ated with the cytoplasmic membrane and clearly did not form2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1581
Figure 3. The Reconstructed Density of the Two Classes of STIV Particles Determined by the ML Algorithm
The reconstructions of a virion (A) and a procapsid (B) determined with 123 particle-containing subvolumes of the cellular tomogram.
(C) The surface representation of the single molecule reconstruction of purified virions.
(D) The radial density plots of the subtomographic reconstructions of the virion (blue), procapsid (red), and the single molecule reconstruction of purified virions
(black).
See also Figure S3.
Structure
In Vivo Assembly of an Archaeal Virus by ECTby a budding mechanism. The data indicate that the STIV capsid
and membrane coassemble in the cytoplasm to form a procap-
sid, which further matures to a virion through a DNA packaging
event.Distribution and Packing of Viral Particles In Vivo
In order to robustly classify viral particles and determine their
locations and orientations in a large number of tomograms,
without applying the computationally intensive ML process for
each tomogram, a correlation-based approach was employed
using the reconstructions derived by the ML method as refer-
ences. More detailed information can be found in the methods
and Figures S4 and S5. A gallery of cells sampled at 29–32 hpi
is shown in Figure 4A. Each cell has between 22 and 166 parti-
cles. Viral clusters or arrays were frequently present and
contained the majority of particles in the cell (Table 1). Cells
that did not have viral clusters had low particle number (22–44)
and a high ratio of empty procapsids to virions (55%–73%), indi-
cating that these cells were at an early stage of infection. Particle
clusters mainly consisted of virions. Procapsids were only found
on the edge of the clusters or not associated with the clusters at
all. Particles in clusters were packed very tightly as illustrated in
the blow-up view of a cluster (Figure 4B). The narrow distribution1582 Structure 18, 1579–1586, December 8, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltdof distances between the centers of particles and their closest
neighbors are shown in Figure S6A. The average center-to-
center distance between adjacent particles is 75 nm, corre-
sponding to the particle diameter without the turrets. This is
consistent with the orientation analysis that demonstrates the
turrets of nearest neighbors avoid each other in the arrays (Fig-
ure 4B; Figure S6B). Some viral clusters had close-packed
lattices with quasicrystalline, interparticle spacing as illustrated
in Figure S6C and Table SI.DISCUSSION
STIV infection induces dramatic host morphological changes.
The pyramid structures are unlike cellular protrusions typically
observed in eukaryotes (Charras and Paluch, 2008; Mattila and
Lappalainen, 2008). Based on what was characterized by ECT,
we propose amodel for pyramid formation (Figure 1E). The pyra-
mids could form by either mechanically protruding and/or enzy-
matically digesting through the S-layer, perturbing the S-layer
integrity and detaching it from the pyramid membrane. The
thicker pyramid membrane and sharply defined facets indicate
different protein and/or lipid compositions from the cytoplasmic
membrane, implying the transport of specific proteins and extraAll rights reserved
Figure 4. The Analysis of Viral Distribution
and Packing
(A) A gallery ofmodel representations of viral distri-
butions with cell periphery outlined in gray.
(B) The model representation of a quasicrystalline
packing of a viral array (virions, blue icosahedra;
procapsids, red icosahedra).
See also Figures S4–S6 and Table S1.
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In Vivo Assembly of an Archaeal Virus by ECTlipids to the target sites to build pyramids. The compositions and
functions of IPB remain to be characterized. The fact that not
every pyramid has IPB and pyramids at an early stage of forma-
tion do not have IPB suggests that they may not relate to the
pyramid formation or growth but likely relate to some pyramid-
mediated viral release mechanism.
The control mechanisms that assemble a viral capsid with
hundreds copies of repeated subunits are yet to be fully under-
stood (Caspar, 1980; Caspar and Klug, 1962; Fane and Preve-
lige, 2003; Johnson and Speir, 1997). The issue is further compli-
cated in viruses that contain inner membranes. Outstanding
questions regarding these processes include: (1) How does the
membrane core assemble? Does it form independently, followed
by capsid assembly or do capsid proteins andmembranes coas-
semble? (2) Where does viral lipid originate in cells that lack
membrane-containing organelles; i.e., does the membrane
core bud off the cytoplasmic membrane or form de novo in the
cytoplasm? This ECT study of STIV provided valuable insights
of in vivo assembly and explicitly addresses some of these
points. The observation of partially built particles supports the
hypothesis that assembly of the STIV capsid shell and the
membrane are tightly coupled. The curvature and layer spacing
of partial shells resembled those of fully assembled procapsids,
implying defined local interactions between capsid and
membrane and between capsid subunits as assembly proceeds.
There is no evidence from our ECT study that partially assembled
particles bud off the cytoplasmic membrane. Indeed, the mass
spectrometry study concluded that the lipid compositions of viral
and cellular membranes are different (Maaty et al., 2006).
The crystal structures of PRD1 and PM2, viruses in the same
lineage as STIV, revealed how proteins andmembranes organize
in virions (Abrescia et al., 2004, 2008; Cockburn et al., 2004).
About half of the membrane’s mass is attributable to proteins,
which is likely to be the case for the STIV internal membrane.Table 1. The Analysis of Viral Distribution and Array Packing
Total number of particles 22–166
Percentage of virions 27%–86%
Percentage of particles in viral clusters 67%–99%
Percentage of particles in viral clusters being virions 74%–94%
Structure 18, 1579–1586, December 8, 2010 ªThe crystal structures reported suggest
that the membrane-associated proteins
may function as tape-measures or scaf-
folding proteins, similar to those in viruses
that lack inner membranes (Abrescia
et al., 2004, 2008; Cockburn et al., 2004;
Fane and Prevelige, 2003). STIV geneproducts may embed in the nascent lipid creating curvature
and affinity for the major capsid protein. In a previous study,
the C-terminal region of the STIV capsid protein was shown to
interact with membrane (Khayat et al., 2005). We propose that
the viral lipids derive de novo and associate through their hydro-
phobic nature. The association of trans-membrane proteins
organizes the membrane through specific intersubunit interac-
tions that facilitates correct binding interactions of capsid
proteins as assembly continues (Figure 5).
The ECT study showed that the STIV life cycle involved
a procapsid, as observed in PRD1 (Martin et al., 2001), human
adenovirus (Ostapchuk and Hearing, 2005), as well as dsDNA
bacteriophages (Casjens and King, 1975). By comparing the
reconstructions of the procapsid and the virion, it is clear that
DNA packaging does not induce capsid conformational change
that can be resolved at 6.5 nm resolution. At the current reso-
lution, subtle changes cannot be detected. For instance in PRD1,
single particle reconstructions show a subtle reduction of sepa-
ration between the capsid and membrane due to a 5% radial
expansion and 10% thinning of themembrane when the genome
was encapsidated (Butcher et al., 1995; Martin et al., 2001).
The 5-fold vertices of icosahedral viruses are often found to be
involved in receptor binding and/or genome translocation
(Abrescia et al., 2004, 2008; Gowen et al., 2003; Johnson and
Chiu, 2007; Moore and Prevelige, 2002). The presence of
turret-like densities at the 5-fold vertices in both virions and pro-
capsids indicates that the vertex proteins associate while pro-
capsids assemble. It remains to be determined whether any of
the 12 turrets can function in DNA packaging or if there is
a specialized vertex for DNA packaging like in PRD1, Adenovi-
ruses, Herpes virus, and dsDNA phages (Bazinet and King,
1985; Cardone et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2007; Karhu et al.,
2007; Ostapchuk and Hearing, 2005).
We propose that crystalline viral arrays offer an important
advantage as they allow the limited cellular space to accommo-
date the greatest number of viruses. In fact, virus arrays have
been observed in other systems such as in papillomaviruses
(Campo, 2002; Wang et al., 2009), FHV (Lanman et al., 2008),
and iridovirus (Darlington et al., 1966). The high image quality
of cellular ECT and the robust computational analysis allowed
the STIV arrays to be analyzed in exceptional detail. Virus facto-
ries or viroplasm have been reported in eukaryotic and2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1583
Figure 5. A Model of STIV Assembly and
Maturation
The lipids and trans-membrane proteins assemble
to form viral membrane as the trans-membrane
proteins serve as tape-measure scaffolding and
facilitate correct assembly of capsid proteins.
Thegrowingmembrane and capsid formaprocap-
sid. The genome is packaged through either
a turret vertex or a specialized portal vertex. A pro-
capsid matures to a virion without undergoing
large-scale capsid transformation.
Structure
In Vivo Assembly of an Archaeal Virus by ECTprokaryotic systems where proteins and newly synthesized
genomes are confined within specific compartments for efficient
viral replication and assembly (Bravo et al., 2005; Cook, 1999;
Netherton et al., 2007). The analysis of the distribution of STIV
virions and procapsids in multiple cells suggests that genome
packaging leads to redistribution of particles. The viral clusters
of STIV may accommodate DNA and packaging enzymes where
capsid assembly and genome packaging are tightly coupled,
accounting for the observation that procapsids appear only on
the edge of the clusters. Alternatively, particles may assemble
outside the clusters and traffic to specific sites where viral
genome packaging takes place with the formation of tightly
packed clusters.
STIV infected sulfolobus provided an ideal system for the ECT
study of complex virus assembly and maturation as well as
raising intriguing questions about virus-induced cellular
changes. Future studies to elucidate greater detail regarding
the proteins directing and participating in the all aspects of the
virus life cycle will utilize specific gold-labeled antibodies to
cellular and viral gene products as well as an available infectious
clone for STIV that allows themutation or deletion of specific viral
genes.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Sample Preparation
S. solfataricus strain 2-2-12 cultures were infected with STIV as previously
described (Ortmann et al., 2006). Sulfolobus were grown up from glycerol
stock in media 182 (pH 3.5), 80C and passage once. The cultures were
passed second time to media 182 (pH 2.5) and infected with STIV at MOI
2 at OD 650 nm 0.4. At 22–32 hr postinfection, cells were concentrated
20 fold by centrifugation. Equal volume of cells were mixed with BSA-treated
10 nm gold colloidal beads and applied to plasma cleaned Quantifoil holey
carbon films. The grids were plunge-frozen in liquid ethane using a Vitrobot
(FEI Inc.) and stored in liquid nitrogen (Iancu et al., 2006).Tomography Data Collection and Image Processing
Specimens were imaged using a FEI Polara transmission electron microscope
at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. Tilt series covering an angular range from
60 to +60 with 1 increment were acquired automatically using Leginon at
18,000x magnification, 10–14 mm underfocus, with 110–160 electrons /A˚2 total
dose (Suloway et al., 2005, 2009). Images were recorded with a lens-coupled
Gatan UltraCam 4k 3 4k CCD camera binned by two so the final pixel size
represented 1.26 nm on the specimen. Tilt series were aligned with gold
fiducials and 3D reconstructions were calculated with IMOD (Kremer et al.,
1996). Tomograms were filtered with a 3D median filter with 3 dmod and1584 Structure 18, 1579–1586, December 8, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltdvisualized and/or segmented using 3 dmod and Chimera (Kremer et al.,
1996; Pettersen et al., 2004). Totally about 60 tomograms were analyzed.
Maximum Likelihood Reconstruction
The icosahedrally symmetric reconstructions were computed from the tomog-
raphy volumes by a modification of the single particle cryo-EM reconstruction
algorithm (Prust et al., 2009; Yin et al., 2003). First 123 subvolumes, each
containing one STIV particle, were extracted from the tomography by cross-
correlating with a spherically symmetric template. Then the modification of
the algorithm of (Yin et al., 2003) was applied to jointly compute two 3D icosa-
hedrally symmetric reconstructions, which correspond to full and empty parti-
cles. Third, the STIV particle shown in each of the subvolumes used in the
reconstruction was classified with respect to being a full or an empty particle.
The modification of the ML reconstruction algorithm (Yin et al., 2003) takes
into account the following aspects of electron tomography. In Yin et al. (2003),
the cryo-EM image is a linear transformation of the 3D distribution of electron
scattering intensity and the transformation includes projection from 3D to 2D
with unknown projection angles, translation of the location of particle center
(two component vector), and the contrast transfer function. Now the transfor-
mation includes rotation of the particle in the subvolume, translation of the
location of the center of the particle in the subvolume (three component
vector), and the fact that a wedge of data in 3D reciprocal space is missing
due to the fact that the tilt angle is limited to ±60 degrees.
To estimate the resolution, the whole data set of 123 subvolumes was sepa-
rated into two subsets. For each data set, reconstructions assuming two
classes of particles are performed. Then, for each class, Fourier Shell Correla-
tions are calculated between reconstructions from the two different subsets.
Using a cutoff of 0.5, the resolutions for Class 1 and class 2 reconstructions
are 6.5 nm.
Template Matching Approach
The reconstructions were used as references to determine particle classes
(i.e., full versus empty), locations, and orientations in the second cell tomo-
gram. A correlation-based approach was used as described in the following
steps. First, a one-class icosahedrally symmetric reconstruction was
computed as described previously in this paper and spherically averaged to
provide a template. Second, the template was used to locate particle centers
in the tomograms by cross-correlation. Third, subvolumes of 65 3 65 3 65
voxels were extracted from the cell tomogram based on the center locations.
Fourth, the icosahedrally symmetric reconstructions obtained in the two-class
reconstruction were used to generate templates to determine particle orienta-
tions. For each reconstruction, a library of 5000 templates was constructed to
cover the reconstruction in different orientations described by Euler angles
(a, b, g) (all within three adjacent fundamental domains of the icosahedral
group). The missing wedge was taking into account when generating
templates. Fifth, using the 10,000 templates from step four, the subtomogram
centered at each location determined in step two and extracted in step three is
both labeled and orientated by normalized correlation. Then, based on these
estimated orientations and class labels, each particle is aligned and averaged
within its class with the application of the icosahedral symmetry operations.
The maximum peak value of the correlation attainable over orientations atAll rights reserved
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In Vivo Assembly of an Archaeal Virus by ECTeach SNR was simulated by correlating the templates and the templates plus
white Gaussian noise.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes six figures, one table, and one movie and
can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.str.2010.10.005.
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